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Director s̓ Letter

Dear Honourable Delegates,

My name is Owen Hu, and I would like to formally welcome you to the Historical Crisis
Committee (HCC). As a junior at Burnaby North, this will be my third year of
participation in Model UN. Serving alongside me will be your Chair, Richard Min and
Assistant Director, Yiheng Li - as a team, we are all extremely excited to meet you.

Model UN has been a defining foundation for my high school career and has honed my
repertoire of skills including diplomacy, negotiation, and speech. As such, Model UN
has been extremely dear to me - I have grown as a person and met so many life-long
friends. By choosing to start or continue your MUN journey here, I am confident that
you too will be able to undergo such a development.

For this committee, we will be travelling back in time to a pivotal moment of the Cold
War - the historic Space Race. Marked by a period of prolonged fear mongering,
unprecedented tensions, and political turmoil between the world s̓ two superpowers, it
is up to you to lead your bloc to success and win the race. Even more, the dais team has
dedicated many hours to creating a revolutionary crisis arc that may extend the crisis
far into the distant future - we hope to keep this committee exciting and challenging for
our delegates.

The primary purpose of this background guide is to provide you convenient access to
the foundational information and context of our topic. However, being a relatively
advanced crisis committee, we heavily encourage you to go beyond what is presented
here and do research on your delegation to be as prepared as possible for the
conference.

Should you have any questions or concerns about the committee or topic, please feel
free to contact me anytime at [hcc@oakridgemun.org] - this will also be where you
submit your position papers. Whether this is your third or thirtieth conference, I wish
you the best of luck in your preparation and research.

Godspeed,
Owen Hu
Director of HCC -- OakridgeMUN (III) 2021
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Committee Overview

Taking place during the height of the Cold War, this crisis committee is composed of an
international body of delegates, with the most emphasis being placed on those
representing the United States of America and the Soviet Union (USSR). The Space Race
is o�en regarded as one of the most beneficial periods for human civilization as a whole
during the twentieth century, as it essentially kickstarted the exploration of our
universe beyond any level that humanity had seen before. As a committee with more
than a dozen delegates from various countries, it differs from many other crises in that
the Space Race has no collective goal other than the advancement of one s̓ nation in the
competition to explore the final frontier. As a result, this committee offers significantly
more flexibility in terms of idea proposals, directives, and delegate desires.

In this diverse committee, delegates are encouraged to not only take into account their
national interest in the relevant timeline pertaining to their nationsʼ ideology during
the Cold War but also to collaborate with fellow peers who share close diplomatic
bonds to advance their space programs. While the crisis initiates during the 1960s, an
undisclosed timeline will allow the committee to move through decades at a significant
speed. To cover the entire conference, the Historical Crisis Committee will essentially
be split into two eras: one pertaining to history, and upon reaching the modern-day, the
other will be related to the development of international space agencies and programs
in the near future.

Each position delegates hold during the committee will not change, but alongside
directives created by the dais team, national identity and beliefs are bound to evolve
throughout the crisis. While nations such as the USSR and its satellite states may hold a
firm anti-American stance throughout the historical portion of the crisis, their position
may change significantly a�er the fall of the Soviet Union. By this same logic, the
people holding each position will also change several times during the crisis, and the
speaking skills of each delegate will be tested by their accurate portrayal of the
characters that they must represent. Additionally, this means that delegates may choose
to assassinate others, forcing the targeted delegate to change their speaking style or
alter their policy.

Although the Space Race is a historical event, the updates and events following what
would be considered its official end by the 1969 moon landing are entirely decided by
delegate action. Please keep in mind the development of technology throughout various
ages, as well as aim to set up a firm ground for your nation when the “historical” events
evolve into futuristic scenarios. If delegates do not hold their ground, other nations
may take over your efforts, which reflects on your abilities in representing your
country. Whether the committee ends up in a post-apocalyptic scenario, a united
communist world utopia or an interstellar human colony is entirely up to the delegates.
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For further clarification, awards in this crisis committee will be decided on how much
you contribute to your national effort, how well you integrate your ideas with that of the
character you are representing, and your overall impact on the past, present, and future
of mankind.

Topic Introduction

Historical Overview

In short, the Space Race was a competition of technological advancement between the
United States of America and the Soviet Union during the Cold War. While this period
saw little to no direct conflict or warfare between the two superpower nations, the
importance of international prestige could not be underestimated. The Space Race was
just as much of an ideological battle as it was about leaving the Earth for the first time,
and both superpowers were pressured to showcase their “superiority” by challenging
one another in incredible feats of engineering and innovation.

Ranging from launching humanity s̓ first satellite in 1957, to sending a man into space
in 1961, to the famed “giant leap for mankind” achieved by the first moon landings in
1969, the Space Race pushed both the USA and the USSR to the brim of their
capabilities. In later years, nations such as Canada (1962), France (1965), Japan (1970),
and China (1970) all successfully developed their space agencies, starting a new era in
the exploration of our universe.

Since the dawn of humanity, people have been gazing into the night skies, attempting to
uncover the secrets that the universe brought. A�er millennia of research and scientific
revolutions, space was still as abstract a concept as before, but the Cold War provided
the perfect breeding ground for success, and now embroiled in a battle of ideologies,
the true exploration process had begun. For the first portion of our crisis, delegates
from the American and Soviet blocs are pitted head to head against one another as
delegations from other nations try to develop and advance their agencies. Keep in mind
that the Space Race is running concurrently with several large-scale geopolitical
conflicts, such as the Vietnam War and Cuban Crisis.

Post-Modern Overview

For the second half of the crisis, delegates will build the basis for a postmodern
framework of space exploration. While much of this cannot be predicted prior to the
conference, we would like to provide a basis on how space exploration has developed
thus far. Both the Soviet Union and the United States of America launched space
stations in 1971 and 1973 respectively. In 1977, Voyager 1 and 2 were launched, later
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becoming the first manmade objects to reach interstellar space. Humanity also made
its mark on Mars, with rovers such as Sojourner (1997), Spirit and Opportunity (2004),
Curiosity (2012), and Perseverance (2021) scanning the surface for scientific research.
In 2024, America plans to send astronauts back to the moon through its Artemis
program, and it could be as early as the next decade when humans could reach Mars.
Needless to say, the process at which space exploration is developing has slowed down
since the Space Race but is still exponentially growing by the month.

The future of Space Exploration is uncertain, although based on the crisis development
in committee sessions, scientific progress may range from interplanetary travel
complete with space hotels to full-scale human colonization of nearby stellar systems.
Depending on the scientific innovation, luminal or even superluminal travel may be
developed from physics concepts the modern-day scientist cannot even dream of. For
the second half of the crisis, we implore delegates to use their imagination and work
with their foundation built from the historical portion of the crisis to advance
humanity s̓ reach into the unknown.

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/mars-rovers/en/
https://www.archives.gov/research/alic/reference/space-timeline.html
https://www.space.com/space-race.html
https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/topics/space-race-timeline
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/future-spaceflight

Historical Analysis

To better understand the topic, it is imperative to have a contextual background of the
political situation of the time. The Space Race began and concluded during the Cold
War, a period following the conclusion of the Second World War during which the
world s̓ two superpowers, the capitalist United States and the communist Soviet Union
strived to assert their dominant influence throughout the world, whether that be
through military force, political agenda, or economic leadership. The constant threat of
nuclear weapons and espionage lingered throughout the entirety of the Cold War,
further escalating tensions throughout the entire world.

Throughout all this, an arms race began. The Space Race is generally regarded to have
begun on August 2, 1955, when the Soviet Union made it clear to the world their
intention of launching artificial satellites into space. A little over two years later, the
Sputnik 1 was sent into orbit by the Soviet Union, the first of its kind. This fueled what
became known as the “Sputnik Crisis”, a time of intense alarm and panic in the Western
world from what many believed to be a major power gap between the Soviet Union and
the United States. In response the following year, the US, under President Eisenhower,
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created the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and successfully
launched Explorer 1 into orbit.

The ultimate goal was to send the first spacecra� to the moon. On January 2, 1959, Luna
1 was launched by the Soviets; the rocket narrowly missed the moon as a result of speed
error. Even then, Luna 1 was the first man-made object to have ever le� the orbit of the
Earth. Throughout the early half of the 1960s, there was much development on both
ends and constant unpredictability - both nations withheld secrets from each other and
attempted to spy on each other through espionage. Even more, other major events of
the Cold War frequently overshadowed the Space Race; these include, but are not
limited to, the assassination of US President John F. Kennedy, the Cuban Missile Crisis,
and the escalating turmoil brought by the Vietnam War.

As the years progressed, the nation in the lead swapped many times and it was not
always clear which side was more technologically advanced. For example, the USSR
sends the first animals and plants into space, before the US immediately responds by
sending the world s̓ first chimpanzee into orbit. The Soviets then took the lead by
sending Yuri Gagarin into space, the first man to ever leave the Earth. A�er a series of
developments and mishaps - including several deaths from failed missions - the Space
Race “officially” concluded on July 20, 1969, when Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin
successfully landed on the moon. Even though the US was the first to ultimately land on
the moon, there has been much debate over the true winner of the Space Race, and to
this day, there remains no uncomplicated and decisive result.

It is with this historical context in mind that we initiate a crisis. This committee will
begin immediately a�er Yuri Gargarin becomes the first man in space, where the US is
frantically developing in an attempt to catch up to the early Soviet lead. During
committee sessions, crisis updates will be frequently delivered, and delegates may
expect to move forward in the timeline by a conversion factor of around one historical
year every 15 minutes in committee. Even more, delegates should expect twists and
turns in the timeline, with massive leaps through time when appropriate between
committee sessions and break times to always keep the debate fresh and exciting.

Finally, we would like to make clear that this committee will be extremely fast-paced
and will foster a challenging environment for delegates to compete in. Throughout
history especially, expect a stimulating environment of constant updates and changes -
therefore, we would like to once again emphasize the importance of thoroughly
understanding the topic and your delegations stance.

https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/space-race
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/sputnik-launched
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Current Situation

Overview

Our committee initiated itself in April 1961, days a�er Yuri Gargarin, a Soviet
cosmonaut, became the first man to ever reach space. The Americans are significantly
shaken and are already completing their plans to send the first American, Alan
Shepard, into space by the following month. By this point in time, the Soviets appear to
be taking a clear lead, and the Americans are plotting to overtake them. While
technological progress is being made, the geopolitical climate down on Earth has
become increasingly unstable. The Vietnam War is unfolding as President Kennedy
took over from his predecessor Eisenhower, who increased the number of military
advisors in the region. Americas̓ containment policy was also seeing failure a�er Cuba
had officially become a communist state in 1959. Kennedy s̓ presidency seemed as
unstable as ever, and the Space Race became another key part of the conflict between
the two superpowers.

By this point in time, both nations had poured hundreds of millions of dollars into their
space agencies, and failure was not an option. The first country to give in, run out of
funding, or experience a devastating tragedy would have their prestige shattered, and
as a result, suffer a vast ideological defeat. For the Americans, this would look like a
worst-case scenario of the domino effect: nations flocking towards the Soviet Union as
it eventually gains a monopoly in the satellite market. For the Soviets, the
consequences would be worse, as while life under General Secretary Nikita Khrushchev
improved greatly from Stalins̓ era, the instabilities of communism persisted as the
peoplesʼ ideas were suppressed. It is of utmost importance for both sides to try and gain
the upper hand in this competition to not face the repercussions losing would bring.

Case Study: United States of America

Around this time, NASA was still in its infancy. The organization consisted of only
around 8,000 employees with a measly annual budget of $100 million USD. Almost
immediately a�er being developed, NASA̓s operations were in full steam, researching
day and night on satellites, spacecra�, and human missions to outer space. President
Eisenhower hoped that NASA would be able to compete against the Soviet s̓ lead, and
NASA was undoubtedly a major factor in Americas̓ space program to rival the USSR.

What made many of the US s̓ space programs successful was the heightened public
interest in the issue. With the two competing superpowers in the worst of the Cold War,
there was more interest from the American public than ever in the investment into
space research and the arms race that was unfolding. With this interest, the
government was able to justify funding and the development of programs such as
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NASA, even when other domestic and international issues arguably deserved the
attention more. Even more, the tense political climate of the time was the perfect
breeding ground for patriotism and nationalism - a�er all, the Space Race was a
massive fight for prestige and honour, an opportunity for each superpower to assert
their dominance over the opposition.

It is worth mentioning the impact of funding in this situation. During NASA̓s Apollo
space program, NASA received roughly $28 billion USD in funding (adjusted for
inflation, that is approximately $280 billion today). This funding allowed the Apollo
program to ultimately succeed and land on the moon. During the crisis, it is imperative
that delegates keep in mind the difficulty of funding: all directives must be relatively
reasonable, and the dais will consider the current public interest, political situation, as
well as other factors in deciding whether projects that require considerable funding
pass or not.

https://history.nasa.gov/factsheet.htm
https://www.planetary.org/space-policy/cost-of-apollo

Case Study: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Right before the crisis intiaties, that is, right before Yuri Gargarin was successfully sent
to space, the Soviets poured funding and attention into the Vostok program, which ran
in the first few years of the decade. A�er the US responded by sending Alan Shepard
into space, the Soviets focused on the Voskhod program, leading to more victories over
the Americans and expanding their lead with many more milestones - for example, this
program allowed the Soviets to execute the very first spacewalk.

With American efforts headed by NASA seemingly falling behind, public optimism was
growing within the Soviet Union. The Soviet dream of conquering the Americans
seemed stronger than ever, and much of the USSR believed that they were the true
trailblazers in the Space Race.

However, for better or worse, this optimism did not last. Once the United States
successfully sent Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin onto the moon, the Space Race was
more or less over. On the Soviet side, the reaction to the moon landing was subdued.
Television programs briefly mentioned the landing before cutting off into regular Soviet
programs, and the government insisted that there was no Space Race to begin with and
that the USSR was not looking to actually land on the moon. Many Soviets bought this
response, further highlighting the nationalist tendencies of these two superpowers to
hide their shortcomings in fear of losing their honour.
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Figure 1: Soviet poster of Yuri Gagarin, the first man in space

https://www.nationalcoldwarexhibition.org/schools-colleges/national-curriculum/spac
e-race/soviet-space-program.aspx
https://www.phaidon.com/agenda/design/articles/2020/april/15/soviet-space-dreams-pi
oneers-trailblazers-and-eternal-optimists/

Rest of the World

During the Cold War times, the global spotlight was consistently shined on the US and
the USSR. Very rarely did other nations have a chance to dominate international news,
or even enter the Space Race themselves. Therefore, the Space Race is widely regarded
as a two-nation conflict.

One reason for the lack of involvement from the rest of the world was due to countries
having their own situation going on. China was still reeling from the effects of the
communist revolution under Chairman Mao Zedong and was struggling with its Great
Famine while the country attempted to industrialize through the Great Leap Forward
and the Cultural Revolution. The Korean peninsula and Indochina were both war
zones; even though the Korean war had just recently ended, the region was still heavily
contested by both superpowers as strategic pawns against each other. Southeast Asia
was caught up with the Vietnam War and had no time or support to fund its own space
programs. Finally, the decolonization of the Americas, Asia, and Africa led to the
creation of dozens of new countries; entire regions were upheaved with political
turmoil, corruption, and conflict. With this context in mind, it becomes increasingly
clear that much of the rest of the world was in no condition to compete with the
advanced programs that the US and USSR had.

Even then, it is worth noting for the second part of the crisis that other countries are
rapidly developing their space programs and will become extremely relevant in the
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future. China, for one, has massively expanded its National Space Administration and is
looking to send more and more missions into space. Even more, India is also planning
its own space mission and is seeking to develop its space program to rival that of other
nations in the coming decades.

https://www.britannica.com/event/Great-Leap-Forward
https://www.history.com/topics/vietnam-war/vietnam-war-timeline
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/asia-and-africa
https://www.space.com/topics/china-space-program
https://www.npr.org/2020/01/01/792927666/india-announces-plans-for-its-first-human-s
pace-mission

Historic Timeline

1955: The Soviet Union and the United States of America initiated a decades-long race,
competing against each other in an already tense political climate.

1957: On October 4th, The Soviet Union launches the first successful satellite into
Earths̓ orbit, Sputnik 1, providing valuable information such as radio wave propagation
and atmospheric density as well as setting off the Sputnik Crisis in the West.

1958: US President Dwight D. Eisenhower passed the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA), promoting and funding post-secondary education with the goal of fortifying
the US s̓ ability to compete with the Soviet Union in technology and science.

1959: Soviet Lunar Rover Luna 1, launches from the Soviet Union towards the moon but
misses, yet, these launches were not announced to the public or acknowledged,

1961: Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin becomes the first human to float in orbit, and is hailed
as a superhero to the Soviet Union and its allies.

1962: Astronaut Alan B. Shepard becomes the first American in orbit, marking a major
turning point in American technological development.

1965: Soviet spacecra� Voskhod 2 carries Pavel Belyayev and Alexei Lenov into orbit.
Lenov was the first man to perform an ExtraVehicular Activity (EVA) in space
(spacewalk).

1966: An unmanned probe, Luna 10, launched from the Soviet Union, becoming the
first object to achieve lunar orbit and relay information about the moon back to Earth.
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1967: On January 27, a fire on the first Apollo spacecra� kills three astronauts - Gus
Grissom, Ed White, and Roger Chafee. On the same date, US President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed the “Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space”, demilitarizing space and clarifying that no
territorial claims will be placed outside or on Earths̓ orbit.

1969: On July 20, US spacecra� Apollo 11 makes history by successfully landing Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin onto the moon, the first humans to do so. During the
broadcast of the moon landing, Neil Armstrong uttered his historic quote: “One small
step for man, one giant leap for mankind.”

1975: July 24 marks the “official” end of the Space Race with the last Apollo mission
carrying Donald K. “Deke” Slayton, Tom Stafford, and Vance Brand. In orbit, Apollo
docks with a Soviet Soyuz spacecra� proving the compatibility of the two space
programs, paving a way for future collaborations between the once cold nations.

Modern and Postmodern Timeline

1977: Voyager 2 becomes the first and only space probe launched by NASA to study all
four of the solar systems̓ giant planets at close range as well as its extended mission of
studying Interstellar Space.

1990: Voyager 1 becomes the first space probe to photograph the Solar System.

1998: The International Space Station (ISS) was created to establish intergovernmental
treaties and agreements and is now a modular space station in low Earth orbit,
collaborating with 5 other participating space agencies: NASA, ESA, JAXA, CSA, and
Roscosmos.

2006: The Stardust was the first-ever space probe to ever collect comet and interstellar
particles and return samples back to earth (81P/Wild).

2011: NASA̓s robotic space probe MESSENGER becomes the first human-made object to
orbit Mercury, mapping many of Mercury's geological features, such as its internal
magnetic field and understanding that most of its polar deposits are dominantly water
ice.

2014: Rosetta built by the European Space Agency performed the most detailed study of
a comet ever attempted (67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko).
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2024: Artemis 3 will be the first lunar double launch mission to be launched to the
moon, placing the first woman on the Moon as well as providing a comprehensive
background about celestial bodies.

Estimates

~2030s:  History is made when SpaceX s̓ Mars Program transports the first-ever
astronaut to Mars, conquering yet another planet of our solar system.

~2040s: NASA̓s Parker Solar Probe touches the sun, gathering information about its
constant outflow of material and the behaviour of solar winds and energy.

~2050s: The UN formally establishes a detailed document containing all international
cosmic laws, with the consensus of all member states.

~2075: Humanity has successfully colonized Mars, sustainably living off of its massive
amounts of solar energy and the complex water processing and greenhouse systems.

~2100s: Spacecra� Null is the first human-manned spacecra� to achieve interstellar
flight, bringing astronauts light years away from the Milky Way.

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/postwarera/1950s-america/a/the-
start-of-the-space-race
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/moon-space-race/
https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/image_feature_924.html
https://www.britannica.com/topic/National-Defense-Education-Act
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20210409-yuri-gagarin-the-spaceman-who-came-in-
from-the-cold
https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/parker-solar-probe
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/spacecra�/display.action?id=1965-022A
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/spacecra�/display.action?id=1966-027A
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/missions/apollo11.html
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/fundamentals_of_science_and_technology/space_explo
ration_timeline.htm
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/missions/voyager-2/in-depth/
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/missions/messenger/in-depth/
https://www.syfy.com/syfywire/science-first-artemis-astronauts-will-do-on-moon
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Bloc Positions

United States of America

One of the two superpowers directly involved in the Space Race, the United States of
Americas̓ main goal is undoubtedly that to outperform their Soviet counterparts in the
battle of ideology and prestige. The Cold War itself revolves around the conflict
between the East and West, with the Truman and Eisenhower doctrines in full effect.
Combined, these doctrines serve to implement a measure known as “containment,”
using policies to aid nations in battles against communism and a potential “domino
effect” (geographically neighbouring nations falling to communism). In this crisis,
delegates representing the United States must firstly work together against the common
Soviet threat, funding NASA in its development of technology.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The USSR has an equal and opposite stance in comparison to the USA. However,
delegates in this bloc have an additional problem to face: noting the international
popularity of communism and treatment towards its citizens. While the USA has a
democracy, public sentiment in the USSR is largely covered, meaning if too much
funding is placed into technological development, a repeat of history may happen and
the USA will come out on top. With that being said, Soviet delegates must try new
tactics in developing their space program, ultimately aiming to spread communism,
grow its influence, and gain leverage over the Americans.

Observer Nations

Even though this bloc, consisting of much of the European continent, the UK, and
China among others does not play a forefront role during the historical portion of the
crisis, delegates choosing to represent one of these states have the opportunity to
explore more freely as the crisis progresses. Even more, although during the Cold War
era most of these nations were fighting their own internal crises, many of them were
still important allies for the two superpowers; as an example, China was one of the
USSR s̓ closest allies. With this said, this bloc has the most flexibility and versatility out
of any bloc in the committee - delegates have the opportunity to create their own space
agencies, compete against the dominant superpowers, and do whatever they wish to
advance their nations̓ interests forward. For example, as the crisis progresses into the
future, delegates may choose to establish their prominence in the committee by
covertly researching into outer space colonies and surprising the committee by being
the first to actually land on Mars. Of course, all directives will be weighted by its
feasibility, though this bloc still plays the most diverse role in the committee with the
potential for creative ideas and even interferences into the two dominant superpowers.
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UN Delegations

As a special feature found exclusively in this crisis committee, delegates representing
the United Nations strive for a policy in which all nations can collectively advance
humanity s̓ efforts on space exploration. Delegates in this bloc believe that the Space
Race, while beneficial to development, is a waste of domestic material when space
exploration could be an internationally managed organization. The United Nations
believes in the power of unity rather than national interest when it comes to matters
that extend beyond our planet and will likely play a key role in the second half of the
crisis. However, these delegates may also choose to join blocs if they wish so, but only
to try and create cohesion between different nations. They will also be the first to
introduce cosmic policies when the crisis develops into the post-modern section, as
well as potentially creating separate roles in UN organizations for themselves.

Note on Bloc Formations:

All blocs stated above must be observed during the beginning parts of the crisis, as all
directives must be cognizant of the fact that this is a Historical Crisis Committee
starting during the Cold War. Each delegations̓ actions and ideas will be noted, and
while we understand that delegates from different blocs may be reluctant to share their
ideas with the entire committee as a whole, we will accommodate private messaging
through a shared platform. However, delegates from the United States of America and
Soviet Union alike should feel free to announce their ideas to the whole committee, as
much of the committee encompasses not only petty political conflict but also more
extempore crisis updates where international cooperation is not only needed but is
mandatory.

For UN or observer nation delegates, please note that your role will be critical to
diversify the committee in both the historical and post-modern state, as your private
directives have the ability to drastically alter history, instill chaos within other blocs, or
create international unity. A�er a portion of the conference has elapsed, delegates may
be able to create new organizations, nations, and form new blocs, thus allowing more
flexibility for debate and encouraging further interactions.
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Possible Solutions

Historical Era

Political Conflict

A crucial fact to take into consideration for this crisis is the national desires of each
nation as mentioned in the case studies and bloc positions above. As the historical
portion of this crisis is set during the Cold War, the dais team may give updates related
to other key political events around the world pertaining to the conflict between the
USA and USSR, so it is important for delegates to gain a solid understanding of the
functions of the Cold War. Furthermore, delegates should be able to discuss political
ideology and potential espionage measures within their own blocs and/or during
formal debate to create a realistic historical situation.

Additionally, by no means does the discussion topic of political conflict only pertain
towards global superpowers. Other members of the committee, specifically Chinese,
European, and United Nations delegates can address political tensions and use them to
their own advantage. A special feature of this committee is the ability to meddle in
other nations̓ affairs and even assassinate one another, so having basic knowledge of
foreign policy is key to maximizing the potential discussion.

Economic Funding

In actual history, the amount of funding provided by both the USA and USSR towards
their space agencies grew exponentially throughout the years of the Space Race. From
1961 to 1969, the USA spent USD 23 billion just on manned missions, and the Soviet
estimate ranges from 5 to 10 billion. One of the biggest reasons why the Soviet Union
ended up “losing” to the Americans in the Space Race is due to the decrease in popular
opinion from the funding going into Soviet manned missions. As the Americans won
this battle of economic funding and efficiency through their freer governance system,
they ended up gaining a significant advantage in international prestige. As a delegate,
please take into consideration where your funding is coming from, and if most of your
national income is spent on non-vital technological development, consider the
sentiments of your citizens, as the dais team will be taking note of all directive
specifics.

http://www.historyshotsinfoart.com/space/backstory.cfm
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Technological Advancement

While the sheer number of technological advancements are far too abundant to list on
paper, we encourage delegates to gain a fundamental understanding of how the
technology from the Space Race-developed throughout the years. In history, NASA̓s
scientists managed to outdo their Soviet counterparts in creating a rocket for the Saturn
V model that would go on to take the first people to the moon, and as a result, the
United States of America gained the upper hand.

In debate, we look forward to not only hearing repetitions of what the Soviets or
Americans have done in the past to create efficient and manageable space technology
but also suggest delegates to learn from past Soviet/American mistakes and avoid some
of the potential failures that the world witnessed such as the Apollo 1 module accident.
Developments in radio, telescopes, orbit tracking, and trajectory planning have become
fundamental parts of today s̓ technology, so please account for the pace of development
throughout the crisis.

https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/educational-resources/space-race

Post-modern Era

Advancement of Humanity

Going into the much more abstract area, the future of space exploration - other than in
the immediate future - is almost completely unknown. As far as the committee is
concerned, this may take form in a wide array of manners. Firstly, in the situation that
all blocs come together a�er half of the conference, delegates may choose to advance
humanity together as a whole. Currently, mankind ranks a measly 0.7 on the Kardashev
scale, a scale used to measure how advanced an intelligent civilization has become
through its energy usage. By combining the efforts of various nations around the world,
humanity can easily break 1 (planetary mastery) on the scale and even reach towards 2
(stellar mastery). Showcased in many science-fiction stories, this may include building
a colonization force to the Alpha Centauri star system, constructing a Dyson Sphere
around the sun, or mining each planet within the solar system.

However, if individual blocs and nations remain intact, a more competitive model may
be applied to the crisis. For example, the colonization and terraformation of the Moon,
Mars, and Venus may raise new issues that need to be tackled by the delegates, and
further development of technology can create plights that may lead to the sunset of our
species. All in all, this area of the crisis is for delegates to experiment upon and
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showcase personal charisma and innovation while providing a basis for diplomacy and
understanding of foreign relations no matter the setting.

Cosmic Law and Policies

No organization or expansion can be fully completed without implementing new rules
and regulations to govern the mentioned body. If delegates choose to create separate
nations, organizations, or even new planets/species altogether, they must consider the
conditions in which these may be managed and potential risks and mitigations of their
actions. We strongly recommend these to be brought up in individual speeches, and if
possible even a mini-dra� resolution.

For example, one hypothetical option may be the creation of the United Nations
Extraterrestrial Agency (UNETA) to manage affairs outside the jurisdiction of Earth or
the local planetary system. A set of guidelines would need to be formalized, and add to
the presence of the United Nations, which may not even be known by that name by
some point in the future. All in all, we hope delegates can consider and create
interesting and innovative new policies to advance their directives and ideas.

Guiding Questions

1. During the historical part of the crisis, what can each nation do that it did not do
to gain an advantage over the opposing superpower?

2. During the modern era, what plans are currently under work? Where is this
funding coming from?

3. In the future, what will outer space look like? Under the current power hierarchy
in the world, which nations have the best prospects in the future, and what can
other nations do to improve their future odds?

4. Is space a common resource that every nation deserves a part of? Or is it justified
for some nations to have a monopoly over outer space? Even more, would it be
beneficial for future arms races to happen, or would the world benefit more
from a united force to conquer the universe?

5. Under current guidelines, what role does the United Nations play throughout
this? How will cosmic laws and policies be regulated to ensure universal safety
for humanity?
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Further Research

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvaEvCNZymo
Provides a general overview of the Space Race and the background behind the

period.

2. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/future-spaceflight
Offers speculative information into the future of space exploration.

3. https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jul/16/the-space-race-is-back-on-but-
who-will-win
Hypothesizes the potential of a future arms race.

4. https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/cold-war-history
Lays out the political climate of the Cold War and the context behind the Space

Race.

5. https://www.nasa.gov/specials/apollo50th/back.html
Details NASA̓s short-term ambitions for the future of its space program.
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